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Abstract
This chapter focuses on urban transportation. It is written by the moderator of the session on Land
Transportation. He asked the five speakers to report on positive achievements and challenges in their
cities or countries. The chapter starts with the moderator's review of developments and trends in urban
transportation and a summary of the five reports by participants presented in the session. It is followed
by a brief review of the conditions in urban transportation and its impact on cities. Following a review of
problems most cities face and mistakes in transportation planning many cities continue to make, this
chapter places emphasis on progressive policies and successful solutions which feasibility has been
demonstrated by a number of leading cities.
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(Continued)
Other tenns or
Tenn

abbreviations used

Waste audit

Waste assessment,
walk-through

Waste dealer

Junk shop owner,
scrap trader,
consolidator, waste
buyer

Waste picker

Scavenger, rag picker

Weighbridge

Scale, wheel scale,
truck balance

Wet waste

Organic waste, green
waste, organics

Willingness to pay

Price elasticity for
solid waste service

Working definition

A visit to a factory, office or institution
for the purpose of inventorying and
analysing the ways in which waste is
generated, handled, managed and
removed.
Individual or business purchasing
materials for recycling or composting,
storing them, upgrading or processing
them, and then reselling them, or
someone who trades in recyclables and
uses a dedicated storage place.
Person who salvages recyclable materials
from streets, public places or disposal
sites.
A facility for weighing trucks, which
produces a written record of the
weight on the basis of which an invoice
can be sent for the service of dumping.
Used both for the physically wet part of
the waste stream and to describe
compostable waste separated at source
from dry or recyclable waste.
The level and rate at which users (or their
proxies) are willing to pay providers
(or their agents).
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Transportation for Liveable Cities:
Problems, Obstacles and Successful
Solutions
VUKAN R VUCHIC

The 2008 World Cities Summit Congress in Singapore was an event held at
the right time and at the right place. The time was right because the trend
of urbanisation and growth of cities around the world requires a broad view
and understanding of problems and development of policies and measures
to cope with chronic urban problems. Cities' leaders are making increasing
efforts to create liveable and sustainable cities. The place was right because
Singapore has been one of the world's leading cities in using a systems
approach in analysing and developing comprehensive policies to solve social,
economic as well as environmental and urban problems. In particular, the
focus has been on the relationship between efficient transportation and city's
liveability.
This chapter focuses on urban transportation. It is written by the
moderator of the session on Land Transportation. He asked the five speakers
to report on positive achievements and challenges in their cities or countries.
The chapter starts with the moderator's review of developments and trends
in urban transportation and a summary of the five reports by participants
presented in the session. It is followed by a brief review of the conditions in
urban transportation and its impact on cities. Following a review ofproblems
most cities face and mistakes in transportation planning many cities continue
to make, this chapter places emphasis on progressivypolicies and successful
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solutions which feasibility has been demonstrated by a number of leading
cities.

URBAN TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES
The process of industrialisation since 1800 led to urbanisation and rapid
growth of cities (particularly in the industrialising West). A major problem
in that process was that people could travel only as pedestrians� on horse
drawn coaches and, later, on inter-city trains. The cities were, therefore,
being developed with high density for easy travel: this period resulted in
"Walking Cities", that is, cities that were compact and walkable (Schaffer
and Sclar, 1975).
The invention of electric tramways and metro systems in Europe and
the US led to extensive building of rail lines and networks to meet the need
for greater mobility and better quality of life. Following rail transit lines and
networks, the cities grew spatially. Thus, from the 1890s onwards, cities
could be described as "Transit Cities" for several decades.
Another major transportation development that greatly affected cities
was a fast increase in automobile ownership, which occurred in the US
during the 1930s, and in Europe, Japan and other industrialised countries
during the 1950s and 1960s. Widespread ownership and use of private
cars for urban travel caused a serious conflict in cities between personal
convenience and transportation system efficiency. This conflict can be
explained in very simple terms. For many trips, the private automobile
offers the most convenient mode of travel, particularly if its direct out
of-pocket costs are very low. However, when most travel is performed
by cars, the resulting chronic traffic congestion makes the transportation
system inefficient and the entire city unliveable (Figure 1). Construction of
freeways/motorways and parking garages can alleviate this problem, but it
results in creation of cities which are not people-friendly (Figures 2 and 3).
Moreover, large freeway networks induce longer trips and lead to even
greater congestion. This phenomenon is often referred to as the "collision
of cities and cars." Policies of accommodating and maximising automobile
travel while sacrificing system efficiency and quality oflife have been strongly
supported by lobbies of highway builders, automobile manufacturers, oil
companies and related industries. Many of these industries not only promote

Fig. 1 Traffic congestion and pollution in cities - negative side effects of unlimited motor
vehicle use

Fig. 2

High-capacity freeways in central cities harm their liveability

